Unlocking new efficiencies: How structured content authoring is streamlining the production of clinical documents for the pharmaceutical industry

The hidden value of structuring content

The burden of unstructured information

In clinical research, medical writers create and update clinical and regulatory documents at multiple points throughout a product's clinical development. Conventionally, document content is unstructured, with free-form text, figures, and tables that the medical writer can arrange in any configuration. In terms of structure, aside from high-level section headers defined in the table of contents, medical writers are free to organise content as they see fit—provided they fulfil content requirements described in the authoring guidance.

As medical writers often develop clinical and regulatory documents independently of one another, each document contains unstructured information that is created and organised differently. For example, if one medical writer prepares a briefing document while another medical writer prepares a clinical study protocol, similar information is created and managed independently. Ultimately, if the writers do not have a tool or process to ensure consistency between the two documents, then an additional step is needed before finalisation where the medical writers need to align content between the two documents to avoid discrepancies.

Another limitation of unstructured information occurs during document revisions. As the information in each document is not linked, independently revising documents can result in changes to the information's meaning that leads to the same information in different documents becoming increasingly divergent over time. Resolving this “information drift” is inefficient as this requires repeated, and deliberate, consistency checks that can be especially burdensome for authors working on tight timelines.

Harmonising between-document information involves additional complexity in that if only one piece of information requires revision, then the entire document must be checked and updated. Unless sections not undergoing alignment are locked, checking an entire document introduces the risk that stakeholders will reconsider content in sections that do not require revision. This, in turn, can lead to further cases where information starts to diverge among documents.

What is structured content and how does it work?

Rather than creating the same content across separate documents, a structured content approach is based on the "create once, use often" principle where information is created once as a content component (Table 1) and reused across multiple documents. To enable this, teams define, create, manage, and archive individual content components using a centralised structured content management tool (Figure 1 and Table 1). The tool tags defined content components with metadata, which allows users to identify and retrieve components for a particular purpose or deliverable. Much in the same way that metadata fields (e.g., recruitment status, age groups, phase, or funder type) can aid study search and retrieval efforts using the US CliniGov register (https://clinicaltrials.gov), metadata-tagged content facilitates its reuse capability and allows writers to perform a more targeted search.

As medical writers often develop clinical and regulatory documents independently of one another, each document contains unstructured information that is created and organised differently.
a structured content authoring (Table 1) approach by populating the document structure with content that is either created de novo or reused from the tool’s content repository.

Using content standards to improve authoring

When considering content standards and reuse, inspiration can be drawn from data standards as for data to flow between systems it needs to have certain standards for reuse. The four guiding data principles were designed and jointly endorsed by a set of stakeholders representing academia, industry, funding agencies, and scholarly...
publishers. These principles are commonly called the FAIR Data Principles: Findability, Accessibility, Interoperability, and Reusability. These same FAIR Data Principles can also be applied to structured content. By structuring content and adopting content standards (Table 1), the pharmaceutical industry can reduce document development time by enabling reuse of defined standard content. For example, TransCelerate Biopharma Inc.’s Clinical Content & Reuse Solutions include content libraries that provide select content standards that can be used in clinical study protocols and then reused in downstream documents.

**An example of structured content authoring**

How an organisation defines content components will depend on how the organisation intends to use the content in the future. Our example of how structured content authoring can be applied to a clinical study starts with a study outline (Figure 2), a document that provides a high-level summary of the proposed clinical study. It includes sub-sections such as study design, overall rationale, study interventions, statistical methods, and so on. Using a structured content management tool, the individual subsections of a study outline can be defined as distinct content components. Once the team finalises the study outline, the medical writer can generate a draft protocol that is partially completed by automatically incorporating the study outline information based on a pre-specified content reuse plan and rules. In such a case, no manual manipulation is needed by the medical writer in copying and pasting content from one document to another. Furthermore, if the study development team has approved the study outline, the outline components can be locked for subsequent reviews, allowing for a faster and more targeted review process.

Similarly, when writing a clinical study report, the medical writers can populate the report shell by automatically pulling in relevant protocol components, e.g., background information, such as the study design, key participant characteristics, study interventions, and so on.

**What does this mean for medical writers?**

**Medical writing skillset**

As the clinical research landscape modernises and pharmaceutical companies deploy structured content management tools, the medical writer skillset will need to evolve to include content management principles. Medical writers will need to be trained on how to use structured content models, content standards, and content reuse authoring strategies in their everyday work. In turn, this will help medical writers concentrate on creating the unique de novo content rather than searching for or recreating content that has been developed elsewhere. Ultimately, the goal is to cut down on the manual intervention by medical writers in finding and transferring content. Furthermore, adopting automated content reuse will reduce errors and the need for consistency checks, thus allowing medical writers to focus on other tasks, such as interpreting clinical data or communicating with stakeholders.
The way we work
Much like a medical writer’s skillset, the way in which medical writers work will also evolve to include new ways of approaching content development. Instead of developing information that resides in a single document, medical writers will need to work with content that is used throughout a product’s development. This will require greater adherence to content standards as well as resisting editorial requests from stakeholders to rephrase content in a manner they prefer. Medical writers may be tasked with developing a protocol that contains content that will be used downstream, for example in a briefing document or a clinical study report. This content must be clear, easy to understand, and use agreed standards for terminology and acronyms. Similarly, the content must be devoid of any positional phrases, such as “see below” or “as mentioned above”, or cross-references to other content sections that will not apply to downstream documents as these will be out of place in the location where the content is reused.

Outlook
Technology has evolved to a point where the pharmaceutical industry has the capability to modernise the process of creating clinical and regulatory content. Technology-enabled content reuse allows organisations to facilitate the authoring process by using a “create once, use often” approach to develop clinical and regulatory documents.

Although data standards are widespread in clinical development, structuring and standardising content is still in its infancy. Only some organisations have implemented initiatives to standardise content and increase content reuse. In the future, as structured content authoring matures, it is likely more cross-organisational coordination will emerge between pharmaceutical companies sponsoring clinical trials, contract research organisations, and regulatory authorities. To this end, the TransCelerate Biopharma Inc. Clinical Content & Reuse Solutions and more recently, the International Council for Harmonisation of Technical Requirements for Pharmaceuticals for Human Use (ICH) M11 draft guideline (Clinical electronic structured harmonised protocol – CeSHarP) are important steps in this direction. For the former, TransCelerate Biopharma Inc. has longstanding, publicly-available, technology-enabled templates and reusable library content. For the latter, the recent ICH M11 guideline provides a more global reference for the structure and technical properties of protocols, with the aim of enabling consistent and efficient exchange of protocol information between sponsors of clinical studies, investigational sites, independent review boards, regulators, ethics committees, and other related stakeholders.

At the organisational level, implementation of agreed standards such as the Clinical Content & Reuse Solutions and ICH M11 technical specifications will level the playing field, which will increase the likelihood of harmonisation of documents between stakeholders. In parallel, to effectively embed structured content authoring, organisations will need to implement authoring process changes, and content governance structures to adapt to content creation, reuse, and management practices in structured content management tools.

In addition, for true adoption success, time and resources must be allocated to ensure adequate training and support for users new to structured content management tools and content-based working practices. As organisations create, review, approve, revise, manage, archive, and, if needed, retire each piece of content individually, the requirement for users to manually perform these activities will diminish. Ultimately, structured content management tools
will facilitate the medical writer’s ability to find, reuse, and repurpose content that will enable organisations to create content faster than developing unstructured content in individual documents.  

Conclusions
By structuring and standardising content, the pharmaceutical industry can shift from a document-based to a content-based approach for creating clinical and regulatory content. This transition will require adopting structured content management tools and common structures, and standardising content. Thus, medical writers must adopt content planning, structuring, and production practices to facilitate content creation and reuse. Ultimately, structured content will enable medical writers to save time by streamlining the writing process, allowing them to focus on tasks that require deliberate thinking, interpreting clinical data, and communicating with stakeholders.
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